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VA: Last Stand for Integration

~ by Ellen Wetman and
Felicia Halpert

~

~

The Visual Arts Department,
in a meeting two weeks ago,
voted to eliminate the upcoming
Spring short term on, an experimental basis. All classes, except
, Art History, will nm for sixteen
~ weeks, replacing the previous
S -Spring long-term, short-term
~ calendar.
~
The Student Senate sent a letter
to President Kaplan last week,
stating that the elimination of a
short term would seem to be in
direct contradiction to the
college's goal of integration.
A sixteen week term prohibits
students from divisions other than
Visual Arts from taking courses in
that department. They called
upon Kaplan to take a stand on
this issue, and requested a
written statement ,r egarding t~e
matter.
According to Robert Gray, who
became Dean of Visual Arts last
January, the Spring short term
was ·"not working for us or
·students. Biologically, we're
happy about the Fall short term,
· people really work. But in the
Spring, people don't show up
and tend to use that time as a
vacation. Also, it is hard to
learn needed skills at an accelerated pace." Abe Ajay, Visual
Arts professor added, "I wasn't
able to cover all that I had
planned in my sculpture class
because the term ended so quickly."
Gray stated that the original
decision to revamp the schedule
was made by him last spring,
in consultation with members of
the faculty. There is a discrepancy as to whether he had
announced this decision to students
at ·a meeting held during that time
However, it was subsequently
mentioned at a meeting held in
_e arly September.
Towards the end of Fall long
term, students circulated a ·
petition calling for the reinstatement of short term with the
option of choosing the longer
schedule if a student so desired.
Randi funnis, Visual Arts
student and one of the circulators ·
of the petition said, ·~st people,
when signing the petition, felt
dismayed about the short term
being eliminated, and that they
weren't consulted. The decision
was definitely made without
student input. This seems to be
a hypocritical move if you want
to have a conmunity. Major
decisions should be made with
everyone's involvement." The
reasons for the petition, she
explained, was "to find 01,1t how
the other people in the
department felt, and to present
it to Gray and the faculty, to
show them that there were others
who disagree with the decision."
Donnis, along with Miriam
Jacobs, also in Visual Arts and
another circul~tor of the petition,
feels .that the idea of short term
. is a good one. "Students need
to get out in the world, do
independent projects or apprenticeships. Perhaps the short term
hasn't been used suG:cessfully,
but if students and faculty got
together and discussed it, maybe
it would get better," she continued.
In retrospect, however, many
students pointed out that they
had signed the petition because
· of the optional clause, and to
support those who wanted to keep
the short term. The number of
signatures on the petition
totalled 120 out of 145 students.
And, according to one source,
"a little less than half the faculty were supportive of the petition.
Supportive to the point of being
willing to sign the petition, but
thought it would be more effective
coming from students."
Gray then called a department
meeting, after ·learning of the
petition's existence through member
of the Student Senate. Reports of
Gray's speech are mixed, ranging
from "hunan, honest and willing
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to cooperate witH students on
whatever they wanted," to "laying
a 'guilt trip' on the students
by taking the petition as a personal attack, and never making the
issues clear . " Gray admits to

we come up with something that
works, and it is exciting, -we
want the rest of the school to
look at it." As to whether
students from other divisions
will be permitted to take Visual
Arts courses, he explained that
they "can't take courses now
AS! anyway." He cited a recent
0
policy of his division, which
r-t
0
states that students from other
b'
divisions· can only register
'C
for courses during the drop/add
p; period.
·
Gray said that he did not
get official permission from
"l
the Vice-President of the Arts,
c
~ and was not sure whether he needed ·
r-t
it. When asked whether there is
(I)
c
any policy which states that the
Fine Arts Dean need permission to ,
V. A.. Dean Robert Gray
change schedules, John Strauss,
being"surprised and hurt" by the
Vice President for the Arts
document, saying that he
replied, ''What policy? We do
though he had good communication
whatever is sensible. You are
with students. According to
trying to provoke a controversy
funnis and Jacobs, "the document
where there really isn't one."
was never intended to be a form
Strauss felt "a tempest in a
of attack."
teapot" was being created, and
The faculty and Gray then left
stressed that the sixteen week
the meeting, telling the students
term "can be changed."
to make a decision among themCon~erning the amotmt of
selves. All reports of that meetautonomy the Fine Arts Deans
ing, from t.)lose questioned, agreed
have for making departmental
that it was chaotic. "There
changes, Strauss said, "that is
were five different leaders, .and
another whole subject which I
many people walked out--well
don't want to discuss now."
ovet a majority," said one student. He mentioned that a conrnittee
When the vote was taken, "with the
has recently been organized in the
nelp of (Professor) Ken StrickFine Arts, similar to the
land," all those present voted
Educational Policies Committee
to eliminate the short term as an
for Liberal Arts, but the "poexperiment.
litical set-up is different."
Gray feels that the sixteen
Dubbing the Visual Arts
week Spring schedule could
Department "Custer's Last Stand
possibly "strengthen the divifor Integration," due to its
sion. Our faculty is oventorked
previous accessibility of courses
as it is now. We feel that if
to other than departmental

students, a member of the
Student Senate pointed out that
Gray's actions were similar to
those of other Fine Arts Deans.
According to Joseph Stockdale,
Dean of Theatre, "many of our
courses are sixteen weeks
already." Concerning policy
changes, he said, "In this
department, any sort of policy
must first be agreed upon by the
faculty. If agreed, it must
then go through the Vice President,
who decides whther it's practical.
I believe it is then brought to
the President."
According to Michael Hammon,
Dean of Music and Acting Dean of
Dance, "If a deci sion solely
affected students in my division,
then the sensible thing would be
for the Dean and faculty to do it."
Asked whether further permission
was necessary, Hanunond said,
"I wouldn't know where to go
with it. The Deans have a lot
of autonomy, which I'm all
for." "~ever," he continued,
"if the decision affected other
divisions then I believe there
should be a general discussion."
Most Fine Arts divisions have
a limited number of courses
open to Liberal Arts students.
One of the reasons Visual Arts
has remained accessible for so
long, Gray explains, is that the
concept of the art is different.
"Art finds a form in individualism.
The artist makes his or her own
mark," as opposed to the other
arts, which tend to have certain
methods which must be learned.
"Art wants to be eventhere,"
said Aj ay. "The happeni.Jig
of the '60's are related to
art."
Money is one of the biggest
concerns for the Fine Arts
school. ·~y problems at
Purchase will be solved when we
get more bucks' more teachers'
and more facilities," said
Strauss.
"
Stockdale and Hamoond both
feel that the school decided to
do too much too fast, "and in
effect, sacrificed its overall
goals for quicker accomplishments.
have been deemed mandatory.
by Larry Bortoluzzi
In other ·words, Purchase achieved
It had previously been assumed
the idea of professional schools,
that this was being done, it is
A mandatory writing
but pushed the ideal of intenow required.
gration iqto _the backgrotmd
proficiency exam-will be given ,
Tennenbaum has begun the
all incoming Letters and Science
'for the future. ' Next year,
institution of the above plans,
students this February. The probthere should hopefully be more
and has presented two more prolem of writing skills is one that
space, more money for teachers,
posals to the EPC which he feels
and things should improve,'' ·
the college has been concerned
are out of his jurisdiction to
about for quite awhile, according
said Stockdale. "We want non'lmplement. Brought up for
to Joel Tennenbaum, Director of
professional students," Gray
discussion was the passing of
Freshman Studies. The exam
declared. "We want special
a writing proficiency exam for
came out of a six month study
arrangements with other divisions
graduation, and further
concerned with the writing probwhen we have more faculty."
examine the cluster's ability to
lems of students at all levels.
Hammond believes that there is
teach basic writing skills. The
According to Tennenbaum,
"a lot of integration that goes
EPC will vote on these proposals
unnoticed. For instance, a
"50% of new students' "?Yi ting
at the January 26 meeting.
is satisfactory, 35% is poor
film project is now being planned
Among the goals of the Cluster _ between all the Fine Arts and the
and 15% need special help."
Natural Science Division, to
These figures were drawn from this was to familiarize incoming
students with the writing skills
fall's Cluster papers read by
dramatize a scientific phenomenon.
that would be expected of them.
Tennenbaum and Roy Getzel, Adjunct
This is a true ideal of inte·
However, according to many faculty gration. Right now, we mostly
Lecturer in English. "As of now,
members,
those
skills
are
not
this exam is being . used only to
have vague ideas of integration."
being taught. Tennenbaum's
verify those figures,"
One student cited the Visual
program is being proposed to the
he continued.
Arts decision as an indication of
faculty to address this problem.
Feeling that he is enpowered to
a ''major trend in this school
Picking up additional faculty
implement these plans for the
toward conservatism. It is now
lines to specifically deal with
betterment of the Clusters,
time to question our goals
writing problems was discussed
Tennenbaum presented a program
about integration," the student
. at the meeting. One faculty
to the Educational Policies
continued, "and just how automember said, "It is impossible
COillllittee (EPC) on January 14
nomous the Deans should be."
in a class of 50 or 60 to deal
to deal with the writing problems
Strauss prefers to call it
effectively with writing problems
here. The tentative plan
"cooperation between the schools,"
on an individual basis." With
includes:
rather than integration. And as
the- threat of budget cuts looming
- Using the scores of the Test of
for the latter, he said, "We're
in the distance, the idea of
Writing Standard English, a
working on it."
using additional faculty lines
recent addition to the College
The Student Senate has freBoard Exams, to notify new students to alleviate this problem was
quently brought up the Visual Arts
not considered realistic by the
that remedial work will be
decision within the last two weeks,
cQmmittee.
,
required.
and the question of integration,
Up till now the faculty -has
- Administering writing profiwhich is""emphasized in the College
not asked for student opinions on
ciency exams to new students to
catalogue and the Report by the
the matter. At the EPC meeting
identify remedial, poor, and
Accreditation Team from the Middle
Student. Senate Academic Chairacceptable writing groUps.
States Association. Student
- Use all or part of a new faculty person, Kyla Brooke asked that
representatives on the President's
students be involved in •finalizing: Advisory Committee have also raised
line to conduct required, nonthe proposal to be voted on at
credit writing workshops.
the issue at last Tuesday's meetthe next meet~. In an. act of
- Have Clus.t er faculty attend
ing.
several hour ·long faculty workshops.. good faith Al Eichner, Chairman of
"If we get stopped by the Senthe
EPC,
said,
''The
students
can
on the use of papers.
ate," Gray firmly stated, "I' 11
have input that they feel' is
The use of about four indivifi2ht for the decision of my
adequate," he added, "In the
dual tutorial sessions to discuss
faculty and students. This issue
past . I ahve always found the
pcwers, and the... assignment of
.
has . been portrayed as 'division
25-30 pages of writing in clusters students to be quite reasonable in
against the college. ' _"
these matters."

~
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Student Groups Hit With $12G Cut
)-

by Jane Etra
The proposed student budget
cuts were drawn up at t.he
Senate Financial Meeting last
Thursday night, leaving an open
road for its ratification by the
Senate.Prior to the meeting,
which was designed to give students
involved in campus organizations
the opportunity to appeal their
designated cuts, copies of the
proposed budget were posted in
CCS and distributed to the
various organizations maifboxes.
Very few representatives of
campus groups showed up at the
meeting, so the budget was
ratified by the Senate on
Tuesday night.
The $101,000 in student
activity fees already allocated
by the Senate for the 1976-77
academic year must be cut back
$12,000 in order to balance the
budget for the remaining spring
tenn. Purchase is faced with this
problem now because last spring
the Senate Financial Committee
fonnulated its forth-coming
budget on the assumption that
there would be the same amount
of full-time matriculating students
in the 1976-77 academic year as
there had been in 1975-76.
Although there are approximately the same amount of
students attending Purchase this
year, there are fewer full-time
students, which means that the
Senate receives less in student
activity fees. Part-time and
Continuing Education students
are not required to pay the
$70 fee.
The Administration has
been aware of this problem for
months, but there is no office on
campus that even had a correct

of the Student Senate, that the
budget would have to be cut by
$12,000. Weeramantry estimated
that with the money actually
received last semester from
activity fees, "there were 1319
full-time students enrolled last
semester, which was 140 less than
had been expected. A lot more
will be switching to part-time
status . for. Spring I."

at the Senate Financial Committee :J
meeting last M:>nday night, Debbie "3
Yager, the head of the c00111i tee,
gj
explained that 'We ate trying not
~t:l
to cut those organizations'that ·
serve and attract the largest
'
number of students on campus.
~
We also don't want any of the small
organizations to disappear
completely, so we are not going to '<::Ill
take an across the board percen'
c..
tage cut."At the Senate meeting the fol- §c:
Ill
lowing night, Yager further ex~
plained,"We're trying to take
~ money from organizations that
~
~haven't been earmarked for events ~
0 already, and we're taking into
~
~ account what has been spent
~
t< by each organization so far."
'l
~
The Child Care Center is one of
~ the seven organizations whose
~ . budget is extremely tight for
~ the remainder of the year.
~ Therefore they will not be affected
>-~ by these cuts.
IQ
The General Programming Committe and the WPUR radio station
have been hit hardest of all-$3,000 will be taken from each.
Kevin Wallin, Assistant Director
of Student Affairs, feels that
the GPC cut is justified in that
New Student Senate
all the organizations have to
manual records and I don't have
Due to a computer breakdown
share the weight of the
time to sit down and figure
in the Registrar and in Albany, the burden, but "the problem is that
it out," said Bursar Eileen
Registrar's figures did not come
it is too easy to take money from
Weber.
any where near Weeramantry's.
the large organizations. I think
"The problem," she continued,
According to Vice President of the the small o"rganizations must be·
"is that a lot pf people either
Administration Bob Davies, "every- maintained-·-! certainly don't
don't register or they register
thing was chaotic in October.
want to see them abolished, but
and take a leave of absence without The problems in Albany and at
there are other places that these
telling anybody. We've billed
Purchase made everything very
cuts could have been taken from,"
people who just aren't here."
confusing. But right now we are
Wallin said.
When· the budget allocation
in the process of clearing every"The return that students get
mistake was uncovered by the
thing up."
from many of the organizations is
Bursar's office in October,
Out of 21 campus organizations,
not what it should be, and I think
Weber told Sunil Weeramantry,
14 are being cut back. When the
that a great many students get more
General Service Administrator
budget cut proposal was drawn up
out of GPC than some of the other
organizations based on their
performance in the past. What
it comes down to is tJ:la,t fu,nding
priorities ought to be changed,"
he added ..
Wallin did not show up at the
appeal meeting because, after
having communicated with
better off with the new policy."
Weeramantry and Yager on the matEducational Policy Committee(EPC).
In the academic year 1973-74,
ter, he understood that nothing
The sub-committee, consisting of
incomplete grades comprised
could be done.
Lee Ehrman, Professor of Natural
approximately 14% of the total
Sciences, John Howard, Dean of
The GPC has already planned
student grade, according to
Social Sciences, and students
three
major events for the month of
Rosengren. The percentage
Sunil Weermantry and Rudy Kaldany
did not change during the following met to discuss alternatives to the Febrtiary, but with these new cuts,
there will not be any money to
present incomplete grading system. fund any further activities in
According to Weeramantry,
·~
March or April. Wallin is
·student Senate GSA, both Ehrman
hopeful that some of the other
and Howard initially suggested
·organizations will fill in the gap
abolishing the incomplete
by planning their activities
grade altogether. Their proposal
for those months.
was rejected by Weeramantry and
The Purchase Research and EducaKaldany as unreasonable, and the
tion Program (PREP), an organizapolicy as it now stands was devised tion that evolved out of 'Fight
·and agreed upon among sub-committee Back,' will have $300 taken out of
members.
its budget, leaving it with
The new proposal was then
$600. The production costs of
approved by the Student Senate and
its new newsletter, "Class,"
the EPC. It was finally adopted
which will be coming out shortly,
by the Faculty Senate in November.
will leave the organization with
Weeramantry is pleased with the
less than $200 to work with.
resuits of the sub-committees'
Without the necessary funds
work, and stated that "the whole
om
for the production of another
situation was handled very well.
year, but figures for 1975-76
newsletter, the members of PREP
I though they (Ehrman and Howard)
have not been tabulated
feel that they will lose a great
Under ·the new ruling, a student were quite reasonable." Accordeal of the strength that they
ding to Weeramantry, there were
must petition his/her instructor
built up from the days of "Fight
no objections to the new
for an incomplete before the end
Back,' because the newsletter
proposal
in
either
the
EPC
or
of the term. Students are
is their'.main organizational
the Senate.
required to petition both the
tool.
"Basically, I think the new
Dean and the Academic Review
These budget cuts, they feel,
policy is fair, "Weeramantry said.
Board if they want extensions
are in part a result of the
"I feel that four weeks is a
beyond four weeks to complete
general increase in the cost
reasonable amount of time to
their work. In these cases,
of education this year at
finish coursework, otherwise you
Purchase. Many of the students
extensions will be granted
get bogged down with leftover
who switched to part-time status
"only under the most extenuating
work during the next semester."
did so out of necessity, not
circumstances,"according to the
choice, because their own budgets
Under the new policy, students
new policy.
could not be balanced with the
with incomplete grades should not
The"extenuating circumstances"
increasing expense of receiving
be
obstructed
from
receiving
have not yet been formally dean education.
grades for which they are eligible
clared, but Ed Redkey, Dean of
Continuing Education will have
on the basis of their coursework.
Student Affairs, said. "I'd pre$1,000 extracted from its budget,
sume that long-term illness, 1f it Ehrman stated that she didn't
but Michael Baird understands the
was fully documented, would be one "see any reason that a student
necessity
of the cut.
couldn't
get
honors
.in
a
course
he
reason to grant an extension. I'·m
"It may be unfortunate, but it
or she had completed within the
sure I could dream up some others,
is necessary," Baird said. ''They
but that's as much as I know right designated extension time."
The Student Senate has requested had no choice in the matter. After
now."
all, I'm grateful to receive the
that memos regarding the new
The new ruling culminated out
money
in the first place. How can
rules
be
distributed
tc
all
of an investigation during Fall I
you argue? If JD.U only have $10,
into the incomplete grade policy .at faculty members sometime in
how can you spend $12?"
Purchase by a sub-committee of the the immediate future.
count of how many matriculating
students attend Purchase.
Since nothing is computerized
or handled by machine in the
Bursar's offic;, figures can
only be approximated at best.
"An accurate count is not as
easy as it sounds. It takes an
eternity on this campus to get
records cleared up. I only have

Four Weeks for ]nCO.Otpletes
by Wendy Kahn
A stringent new policy requiring
students to complete unfinished
coursework within four weeks of the
end of a ~emester goes into effect
'next Fall 1 •
The new policy, which has the
support of the Student and Faculty
Senates, was devised in an attempt
to reorganize and improve the
present incomplete grading system.
A student presently has a full
semester to make up. any unfinished
cour~~~work, after which time a
grade of 'incomplete' reverts to
a 'no credit 1
According to Acting Registrar
Donna Rosengren, Purchase students'
excessive indulgence in the present
incomplete grading procedures has
often made it difficult to determine their academic standing on
short notice. "The new system
should be more effective," Rosengren stated. "And as far as my
operation is concerned, it will
clean up the grade file faster."
. "It had _to be done," said
Tom Dow, Professor of Sociology
and Chairperson of the Faculty
Senate. "It got to the point
where the volume of incompletes
reached such proportions that the
whole system was in danger of
collapsing. Students may not
realize it now, but they'll be

The next meeting
of the LOAD staff

will be on Monday,
February 7 at 7:30,
room 0028 CCS
All staff are required to attend
and new members are always welcome
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Servo to Sell Raw Food by Feb.
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between May and September.
To use the raw food plan,
.
orders must be received one week
An agreement has been reached
in advance. t.bnday will be the
with Servomation, the school's
day for food pick-up and new
food service, to allow apartment
orders. At this time the individudwellers to exchange their mandaal must hand in his or her meal
tory ten meal plan for raw food.
card until the following MOnday.
The accord was reached in a
The advantage of this system,
meeting between Fred Surrette,
Cykman feels, is that it gives a
Servomation's district manager,
person the option of using the
Steven Sweeney, the manager of
dining hall if it is ever desithe dining hall, Paul Brown,
rable, or necessary, such as during
a?Si~tant director of Housing, and
finals week.
Despite the fact that Servomation charges twenty dollars per
ten meals, the actual amount spent
· on food is eight dollars, said
Cykman. The balance is split,
with $9.45 going towards labor and
$3.55 to miscellaneous items
such as silverware, repairs,
machinery, and taxes. Surrette has
agreed to release the money solely
~ specified for food.
~
The impetus for this action,
~which was begun last year, sprang
c from the discovery that apartment
residents must remain on some
board plan despite their selfsupportive surroundings. ServoFred Surrette
mation's contract with the school
Jon Cykman, the acting chairspecifies that at least 700
person of the Campus Residents'
people must be on the board plan,
Association'. It will give any
or the price can be raised subperson living in the apartments
stantially. At present, there are
a chance to convert their ten
750 on-campus residents. If the
meals into eight dollars worth of
apartment dwellers were allowed to
uncooked food--to be supplied
go off the plan totally, the dorm
by the Servomation company
resident's meals would skyrocket.
at the same prices it receives from "And in effect," Cykman explained,
the wholesale supplier. Further"they would be subsidizing the
more, extra food may be bought
apartment dwellers." Right now,
in addition to the ten meal
250 people live in the apartments.
limit, at the same wholesale costs.
In working out the agreement,
The Housing staff will oversee
Cykman and Surrette agreed that
the entire operation.
even though the eight dollars will
This program is scheduled to
be used to buy food at wholesale
begin the first week of February,
prices, it still might be "awkward
and should continue through the
for one person." However, four
rest of the school year.
people buying together would get
Evaluations of this innovation
a $32 dollar credit or "roughly
will be made after four weeks and
equivalent to $50 dollars in the
by Felicia Halpert

supermarket. And $50 is more
than enough to feed four people
for ten meals."
The following are approximate
prices on individual food items.
Costs may fluctuate slightly from
week to week depending upon the
wholesale market.
Milk--41¢ per quart
Cottage cheese--64¢ lb.
Broccoli--92¢per 2 lbs.
Ground Beef--78¢ lb.
Eggs--medium sized, 65¢ a dozen
Ma"garine--34¢ lb.
Cauliflower--92¢ per 2 lbs.
Oranges--7¢ each.
Cykman seems particularly
pleased with the end results.
"It's a great deal," he said.

"Servomation's being fair. I hope
people will take advantage of it."
He admits that in the eight months
since the Campus Residents'
Association first tackled the
problem there had been "a lot of
procrastinating." Complications
in enrollment figures, and the
delay in the opening of the
apartments themselves, set back a
decision until this past we~k.
In reference to this new program, Surrette pointed out that
"we are under no obligation to
do this." Cykman added that it
is not in their contract. Surrette
feels that "the success or failure
of this program depends on all
·persons cooperating."

Uproar
Over Sculpture
by Karen Taylor and Julie
Tumblety

When Clint Spiegel, Director
of Student Activities and Dee
Molinari, Director of Housing,
were consulted, they considered
the dorm courtyard a "nice place"
for Gebhardt's work; however,
"I expected it to be place under
the trees closer to the dorms,"
Molinari said · "I came back
from vacation and there it was."

A new piece of art work
appeared on campus during the
Christmas vacation. The statue,
which stands in the courtyard of
the dorms,' is an untitled work by
Roland Gebhardt.
Gebhardt, who was born in
1939, in Paramaribo, Surinam,
Taylor explained, "The commithas been showing his works in
tee was pressured for time after
one-man exhibits in and around
the museum people told us that a
the New York area for the past
spot must be found, so that a base
four years. After visiting
can be put in before ·the ground
Purchase last year, he decided
freezes up."
that he would like to donate one
Many students feel that the
of his works to the college. The
statue is "ugly" and in a bad
statue was transported here, at
the expense of the college, from an location. Those who play football
and softball in the field are
estate near Cornwall, N.Y .. It
particularly unhappy. One student
stands thirteen feet high and is
made of phenolic resin, a material · said, "I think it's unfair that the
statue was placed in the student's '
which looks like cement but is
own backyard without their consulcloser in texture to plexiglass.
tation." Sunil Weer-amantry agrees
The location of the statue
i,'i th those who don' t like the
was chosen by a committee consislocation; "I don't want to
ting of John Stra~s, Vice President of the Arts, Robert Gray, Dean have to look at it when I'm eating.
It is nicer to look at wide open
of Visual Arts, Norman Taylor,
space." One art student did say
Director of Facilities, and
that she likes the statue, "I
Geoffrey Hoffeld, Director of the
find it pleasing to the eye . "
Neuberger Museum. There were no
Another student suggested that it
students on the committee.
money
but
it
seems
the
only
way
by Ellen Weit.um
would look better if placed on the
The committee met before
to get books back."
mall. Still other have no feeling
vacation, toured the campus,
The
library's
policy
is
to
try
"We would like to continue to
toward it one way or the other.
and agreed that the student
give the faculty advantages--longer and meet the needs of each group
The committee members felt that,
courtyard would be the best
0n
campus,
she
continued.
For
loan periods, no fines, etc. But
given the limited time, they had
place for the statue. According
instance·,
faculty
and
seniors
we can only continue this policy if
acted in the best interest of
to Taylor, "The committee felt
can have books for the whole year.
you cooperate," reads the second
the campus community. However,
that the students would enjoy
With
fines,
students
do
not
have
to
paragraph of a form letter sent
it is rumored that another
able
to
see
the
statue
being
pay all at once if it is not posout to faculty who have overdue
committee is forming to see if the
from the dining hall."
sible,
but
over
a
period
of
time.
books from the Library.
statue can be moved to a better
"We wanted it to be seen from
"We're only interested in getting
For the students, overdue fines
location.
b9th floors," Strauss added.
the
books
back."
are $1.00 per day, beginning four
weeks after an overdue notice is
sent. For those who do not
return books, Kathleen Witten,
Assistant Director of the Library,
said, "We hope to catch students
ly nine exterior phones has presen- Campus Security. According to
during registration. If not
'Jy Peter Kurz
Barry, this plain-clothes
ted problem due to electrical
caught, then the Bursar will bill
detective will be used to "follow
hookups,
protecticin
.from
thE..
them during the year ... The compuAccording to Dr. Davies,
up on crimes such as larceny and
elements , .an~ drilling into brick.
ter flag during registration has
Vice President for Administration,
robbery. We need someone for
However,
Davies
feels
that
these
been a 'tremendous help in getting
there will be at least 22 teleconsistent follow-up; someone who
problems
wi~l be resolved soon.
books back." This "±iag" on 'the
phones installed throughout the
is free to travel around, go to
At present, eleven phones have
Registrar's computer terminal
campus in the next two weeks.
court, and check up on things.
been
planned
for
the
dorms,
one
during registration prohibits
There have been a few technical
One of the most effective ways
in
each
major
parking
lot
(North
students from signing up for
problems involved with the
of apprehension is speed."
courses until all fines are
installation of the phones, but
Presently in the process of
paid.
Davies feels that "a good many
~ interviewing prospective candidates
According to Witten, the reason will be up" by the end of the
o Barry is looking for someone with
faculty are not charged is "because short term.
~ experience. He emphasized the
there are only a handful of faculty
Since the occurrence of the two
need for better cooperation
about three or four, who are
rapes last semester, the issue of
with the local police departments
delinquent," adding that, "We would security has been a priority
~ and district attorneys. Barry said
have a hard time getting it agreed
among students, faculty and
~ that he had to sacrifice extra
upon by the Administration if it's
administration. According to
~ Security Officers for the detective
only a handful."
Sunil Weeramantry, General
~ but feels that it will be "well
"We could fine faculty but it
Service Administrator of the
; worthwhile·. "
would be hard to collect--to
Student Senate, "telephones and
~
The President's Advisory
attach the salary is very compli- lighting are definite things
~ Committee(PAC) drew up a list of
cated according to the Bursar,"she
which .are needed irrespective
guidelines and actions last
said. "There are not all that many of the money." Davies concurred,
semester for the improvement
of them that are delinquent. But,
"We have to spend what we have to
of campus security. They emphaif the percentage grows, WP. lliCIY
spend." He added that these
.sized that "campus security is the
Jerry Barry
phones will be "very psychologiresponsibility of all' members of the
be forced to consider uniform
and South), one at the end of
cally useful."
community; students, staft, adminirules for all borrowers."
Street
D
by
the
Gatehouse,
one
in
The phones will be connected to
stration and Campus Security. All
Witten explained that the money
each of the four corners of the
the
Centrex system and can be
of us must actively participate and
collected from fines is not kept
Mall,
by
the
tunnel
underneath
the
used for inter-campus calls.
cooperate to achieve greater
by the Library but given to
mall, in the dining hall, gym,
This type of system costs only a
security and safety." A Committee
Albany. Regarding the $1.00
and each instructional building.
minimal amount more than
on Campus Security, representative
·per day fine, which is set by the
In order to implement the
with
a
direct
line
to
phones
of the community, was established
Library, she said,"We do have a
Security .force, a detective will be to make further recommendations to
Security.
very stiff fine. I hate charging
The installation of approximate- hired by Jerry Barry, Director of
the PAC.
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·Letters to the Editor
Rebuttal
To

the Editor:

In the October 26 issue of
THE LOAD I wrote a letter
expressing my anger and disgust
at the way rape penneates this
culture, and related a bad
experience I had during a
gyn.~cological examination at the
New York Board of Health. I
concluded by wishing revenge upon
perpetratbrs of crimes against
·women, and regretting that men have
an advantage when it comes to
brutalizing~.
In the' next issue of
THE LOAD a letter from· Susan
Clarkson and Pat Cassidy appeared,
criticizing me for venting my
rage on all men, for committing
equal violence, and cancelling
out men in the struggle for '
change. They also questioned
my helplessness at the Board
of Health.)
"How often have my words set
my teeth on edge sour and hard,
tearing the roof of mY- mouth.
What I do well and what I must do
makes war in my chest •.. "*
I too was once a devout pacifist, was going to change the
world through universal love and
tolerance. I wore black and
mqurned for "brother" killed in
Asia, marched, and chanted until
I was hoarse. My idealism
hasn't died, just soured a bit.
However much I appear to
relish my own angry words, I
would prefer not to have to
speak them. But better anger
than tears. I ocannot close my
eyes to the world around me-it forces itself upon me. I am
not insensitive to the help the
men on this campus did give after ·
the rapes. Thank you. Nor am I
insensitive to the numbers of
them who supplied an endless

stream of rape jokes: "ha ha, I
bet you're the rapist,"
"Better watch out, you might get
raped," ( said in a jolly, condenscending tone;) "Want us to stay
here an make sure you don't get
raped, hnm? "I bet you think it
could never happen to you.
Well , you lcn"w von might be
next." ad infinitum . I ha\re no
figures on the ratio of insensitive
to sensitive men. My hostility
was not directed where it · did not
.apply.
You urge me to act as a true
feminist, and include men in the
struggle for change. They are
welcome with open arms. But I
will not spend my energy arguing
with them, trying to make them
understand, trying not to frighten
thP.m. If men wish to learn, if
they wish to help, let them accept
our rage and try to und~rstand it.
Before teaching Jl1en we must first
build up our own strength,
find our anger 'and our voices,
ask why they've been missing for
so long. I do not wish group
responsibility for individual
crimes. If my wish that every
man guilty of using his penis or
maleness as a weapon be punished
in kind is a condemnation of all
men, as you said, then I guess-the
situation is even worse than ~
thought and genocide is in order.
No, I don't think all men are the
enemy and must be punished. That
would make things easy. Sexist
behavior is the enemy, and that
indictes too1 many \\Qmen, as well as
men.
·
As for the story with the
speculum: I was not tied l:lown and
gagged,- but, as I said in my
first letter, I did scream
"Stop!'' to no avail. I couldn't
IF '(Oo.J l.ISn;:tJ Q..OSEL."'(
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Editorial:

It's Time to Examine Our Priorities

..

The Visual Arts D~partment has exemplified in its actions just
where the priority of integration stands on the college·' s totem
pole. Obviously, it is on the bottom. By e·liminating a short
term--even if it's only an e~periment--and by having other
students register during drop/add, the restriction of Fine Arts
courses ~ton Liberal Arts and other divisions is now complete.
The reason repeatedly given for the inaccessibility of Fine Arts
courses is lack of _money. Money that is needed for more teacher~
and more space in order to accomodate any other students. If
this is true, then all well and good, for we assume the only
place to lay the blame is on Albany. But it is not true. There
is more to integration than money, and that's attitude, the
attitude of professionalism which says 'professionals in · my dep i
artment first, dabblers last.'
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We feel that the meaning of integration is not only the accessibility of Fine Arts, but also the union of art forms, such as
the film project that is being planned between the Fine and
Liberal Arts. The creativity of the philosophical side is
important too, and that has yet to be utilized to anywhere near
its potential,.
If the college's goal is to have a professional school, then it
is about time that we examine our plans. If it is to be a
professional school, then we should get out from under the
rhetoric of integration. And if the committment is still strong,
our energies and creativity should be directed there.
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get up and storm out of the office and after delivery will suffer even
more. Employers will be able to
with a speculum in me, except
, deny payments for illness having
perhaps by walking on my hands.
nothing to do with pregnancy if
Threatening a malpractice suit
they occur during maternity leave.
didn't occur to me at the time,
The ruling came out of .a suit
although if the court is as eager
by female employees of General
to improve medical "care" for
Electric, who charge that G.E.
women as the Board of Health was,
violated Title VII by excluding
that threat is meaningless. I
compensation for time lost due to
was not told when I filed a compregnancy. The decision is a
plaininglgainst the doctor, "It's
reflection of the big business
not h1s fault--we have the wrong
bias inherent in the Supreme
size speculums. We'll keep this
Court. The ruling has also
on file and if we get ten or
struck down a guideline adopted
twelve more something might
by the United States Equal
happen."
Employment Opportunity Commission
... I am tired of looking over
in 1972, which required that
~ shoulder wherever I walk,
employers treat pregnancy,
strolls through a park transformed
abortions, and childbirth as
into acts of the will, my teeth
disabilities for purposes of
clenched and keys splayedput
between my fingers ready to scratch employee benefits. When benefits
are lost by one group of workers,
out eyes . I am tired of turning
its sets a precedents f or further
on the TV and watching women nag,
deterior~tion o£ conditons for
whimperc or laugh, that dead,
all.
·
·
hollow laugh of self-hatred.
Forty-three
civil rights and
I am tired of competing, yet I
women
groups
and
labor unions
know my four years of college will
across the nation are joining
earn me $300.00 les's annually
forces to build a nationwide
than a male high school drop out.
coalition to support a bill which
I am tired of statistics. I am
would overturn the Supreme Court
tired of women who douche ·away .
decision. It is imperative that
embarassment, and make good
this ruling be reversed, not only
coffee. I am tired of the pill.
for the sake of working women
I am tired of dolls that piss.
and their families, but for
I am tired of being ·asked if
the working class as a whole.
I'm a "women's libber." I am
Although the ruling is a direct
tired of massage parlors. I
attack on female workers, its
am tired of wet T-shirt
_implications are more severe.
contests.
Future setbacks are likely, and
"The compressions of human
energy which sould be used
personality creates anger, and
to make further gain for workers
if that anger is not expressed,
will instead be used to fight a
it turns in upon itself,
declining living standard,
diminishing the human personality
into a state of non-being, nonNadine Samanich
acting passivity."** ;: . I am
tired of spouting rhetoric
like artilleryfire. Better
violence t1:1rned outward than
inward •.. anger swallowed sticks
in the throat. I want to be able
to breathe.
To the Editor:

Sculpt.ure

Susan Goodstein
*Marge Piercy, To Be of Use
**Judy Chicago, """'Througn the Flower

Judging from conversations
we have had with other Purchase
students over the past two
weeks, the sculpture erected in
the Dormitory yard is not well
received. The reasons for
this are nunerous. It obstnx:ts
an otherwise ' beautiful view of the
landscape. It was erected tman- .
nounced and without the prior
To the Editor:
approval of campus residents .
The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled Also the sculpture was erected
during vacation when most students
that employers may refuse to pay
were not here, giving the entire
disability benefits to women beoperation a suspicious and
cause of pregnancy. According to
the Court, denial of such benefits cl;~ndestine nature. Another
'Objection is that the sculpture
is not discrimination prohibited
will get m the way of football,
by the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
frisbee, soccer and other games.
Title VII, which prohibits
Finally, there is some question
employers from-discriminating
against any person with respect to about the aesthetic valuP. of
the piece itself.
his compensation, terms, condiHopefully, the promoters of this
tions, or privileges of employment
art W11l come forth, explain their
on the basis of race or sex. But
actions, and finrl out how the
the 1.Uing is clearly a discrimicampus residents felt on the matnatory act, particularly as it
ter.
affects low-income families
· where a woman's income is
R. Schwarz
very important. Women who suffer
I. Zatz
complications during pregnancy

Reverse

Pregnancy ·

Discrimination
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After All These Year.s-Accreditation

of the Office of Public
~ Information

~

~

Official notification of full
by the .Commission on
~ Higher Education of the Middle
~ States Association has been
~ received by Purchase.The EvaluaE-< tion Team Report commends the
~ academic excellence and strengths
of both the College of Letters
and Science and the School of the
[;] Perfonning and Visual Arts at
E-< Purchase.
The opening statement reflects
the general tone of the Report:
"we congratulate the State of
New York, and all members of the
College Community on the establishment of a distinctive instititution of higher education here at
Purchase." The overall mission
of the College at Purchase to
develop an excellent liberal arts
college and professional school
of the arts that would produce
scholars with awareness in the arts
and artists with a humanistic perspective is considered by the
Evaluation Team "to be in the highest traditions of the Middle States
Association."
In regard to the College of
Letters and Science, the Evaluation
Team expressed the opinion that
all Divisions, Humanities, Natural
Sciences and Soclal Sciences
have "made outstanding progress
in their efforts to achieve the
objective of the institution,"
that "faculty members are well
qualified, work well together,"
and that "their devotion to
teaching and counseling as well
as their impressive record
of research and publication is
quite remarkable."
The Team observes, too, that
"the student body displays
high potential for the aims and
objectives of the College and
are taking full advantage of the
instructional opportunities
made available." The interdisciplinary characteristics of
the program is much admired by
members of the Evaluation Team
and receives enthusiastic endorsement. They commend the Boards of
Study for their good start ,in
the development of their prog~ams
but where there is understaffing,
the Team remarks on the needs for
additional faculty. They note
also the needs for additional
-5tlpport staff in clerical and
technical positions, an area
that suffered because of the
statewide job freeze. The
Report states that: "all things
considered, it is our judgement
that the College of Letters and
Science has achieved high quality
in almost every dimension of
development."
The Evaluation Team finds the
Mount Vernon Cooperative College
Center, the lower division portionof the Purchase Education Oppur ~
tunity Program, "to be an
exciting educational effort."
The Center is directed primarily
toward preparing the socio-econowic
disadvantaged for admission to
a four year liberal arts college
at the junior level. The Team
perceives that students who have
completed the program at the
Mount Vernon Cooperative College
have displayed "above average
motivation and· detennination."
Thiy praise both the faculty
for its teaching competence and
commitment, and the curriculLDTI,
which embodies a philosophy of
education that places language
skills, clarity of thought, and
and effective communication
at the center of the learning
process.
The section of the Report that
deals with the School of the
Perfonning and Visual Arts
begins, "we note real excellence
in terms of curriculLDTI; faculty,
and facilities in the initial
development of the School of the
Arts ..• the greatest strength
of the Dance Division is its
high quality and rigorous standarcb
in technique and its ability to
_ produce proficient perfonners
~accreditation

S

and capable choreographers,."
The Team sees the principle source
of strength of the Division of
Music as its faculty and its
educational philosophy which
emphasizes the direct relationship
between the performance aspects
of music and theoretical/stylistic/
nistorical issues. It is. observed
that there is "a special opportunity for the Division of MUsic at
Purchase to become a national
model for music education in all
of its manifestations."
In ·reporting on the Division
of Theatre Arts, the Evaluation
Team states that the faculty is
composed of individuals with
significant national reputation
in their respective fields and the
training offered particularly to
young actors, " is distinctive and
of exceptional quality." They
note the importance of the building
of the Theatre Arts instructional
facility, vital not only to film
but to acting and technical
programs as well.
The Report observes that the .
Division of Visual Arts, has
established a good solid base
of course offerings but requires
more staffing to provide a proper
student-faculty ratio.
The new
Visual Arts building, to open
next year, is considered to be
"outstanding" and the philosophy
and direction of the Division to
be appropriate for the anticipated
development and growth in
enrollments and staffing.
The Division of Continuing
Education is noted for its vital
services which "provide opportunities for innovation," "establishes bridges between the College
and community" and "generates
an income to augment College
finances." In regard to the educational resources of the College,
the Report praises the Library
for its collections, "thoughtfully
selected and developed in support
of ·p resent academic programs"
and for "the exceptionally high
quality of its staff·.'' Since the
growth of the collections is about
l,OOQvolLDTies per month, it is
re·commended that plans be initiated promptly for utilization of

the space available beneath the
Library building.
On the subject of student life
at Purchase, the Evaluation
Team Report states "the strength
of the student life programs lies
in the quality of the students
themselves ... they are open, bright,
enthusiastic and 'fit' the innovative character of their academic
environment and the quality of
the physical sett.i ng." It is
further observed that "the
'people programs' and staff
services in the residence
halls are well conceived and
soundly led."
In the concluding statement,
the Evaluation Team recognizes

that with the mandatory retirement
of President Abbott Kaplan at
the close of the academic year,
the selection of the new President
is the highest aampus priority.
And in pressing the State to maintain it support and to permit
continued growth in enrollment,
the Team is reiterating its
judgement of the College at
Purchase expressed early in the
Report:
"We admire the enormous
progress that has been made in just
a few years, and we urge the State
to give continued encouragement
to this growing community during
its developmental years."

Atl111issions Building
Collapses
cascaded down the stairs, leaving
an inch covering on the first,
second and third floors. EquipWater pipes burst early yesterment damage was extensive, includday morning, flooding the Admising furniture, typewriters and ·
sions building and forcing the relocation of staff and records later some personal effects. It· is not
known at this time if any personal
in theday.
The discoverywas made at approx- records were destroyed. In
addition, the building's furnace
imately · 4:10am, by Offic~r Kissner
while on routine patrol. Noticing · collapsed, as did some ceilings.
At this time, the basement has
ice on the front window, Kissner
been pumped out and the furnace
investigated and found one and a
rebuilt.
·half feet of water collected on
Repairs are expected to take
the basement floor.
at least thirty days to complete.
Later investigation showed the
During the interm, the Admissions
source of the flood to be two
staft has been relocated to the
third floor water pipes. Water
third floor of the Administraseeped through the ceilings and
tion building.
by Felicia Halpert
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Senate Van Destroyed
An accident. involvirtg the. Student - maintained. He does not think
Senate van occurred on November 18
the accident was "the mechanical
~976 at 2:45am, total~y destroying' . fault of the van, but anything
Its body, and leaving many Senate
else has not yet been determined."
organizations without needed transThe first consideration for the
portation for the present time.
Senate, Weeramantry stated, was how
The unlicensed driver, a Purchase
to recover the money. _ "The Senate
student, was unharmed.
Executive Committee decided not to
· According to Sunil Weeramantry,
go through in~urance; after learning
General Service Administrator of
that our premiums would probaoly
the Student Senate, Robert "Bo"
have tripled, and . the benefits in
Rivera, a freshman in Letters and
our contract would be lost, "he said.
Science, had asked for the van key
An estimate provided by Nick
on the night of November 17, so that Lentner, head of Purchasing, put
he and a group of students could go the book value of the van at $1200
down to "Richards," a bar in Port
before the accident, ''which was the
Chester, to "jam." · "In the past,"
amount. the insurance company would
have given us," Weeramantry said.
Weeramantry said, "Bo had always
'asked for the key, and would find
"We knew we could sell the motor,
other people to drive. This was
which had been ullharmed, for at
·understood. I knew he di dn't have
leas:t $600 . 11
a license, and Bo knew he shouldn't
"The Senate decided to try and
have ·driven."
At approximately 2:45am, students recover the actual retail value of
in the dormitory were awakened by a the van at the time--about $2000,"
.he continued. Bo had agreed to
crash. "The van had evidently
repay us the book value, if a
swerved off the road a few times,
suitable arrangement could be
hit a curb and went into a 180
degree spin, backing into a boulder worked out over a·period of time.
The boqk value, pJ_us the sale of
right, .(lear the gym," Weeramantry

Bo.ard of Trustees
by JoAnne Wasserman
Purchase was well represented
at
open hearing that was held
for members of the State University system on December 15, 1976.
An inconvenient time for students,
but a well planned move on the part
of the Board of Trustees, the hearing at the Fashion Institute of
Technology was still well· attended
by local students, staff and
faculty members from Wew Paltz,
Old Westbury, Nassau Community
and Stony Brook as well. ·
The open hearing was one of
four that are being held around
the state as a result of the student strike at SUNY campuses
last year over tuition hikes
and ~du~ational budge~ cuts.
'The hearing at FIT, however,
was educational insofar as it
provided students, staff and
faculty members a chance to see
the Board of Trustees. They are
the representational body to the
legislator and the Governor
for the SUNY systemJ' " I think a
good professor can get across to
.45 students as well as two,"
said John A. Roosevelt, trustee.
Roosevelt was responding to a
presentation made by a faculty ,
member from New Paltz on retrenchment of faculty. The teacher was
attempting to explain the problems
of faculty who must carry extra
students and work as a result
.of budget cuts.
"This is a farce," said Andy
Hugos, Vice-President for SASU.
In his presentation Hugo blasted

an

the Trustees for calling the hearing over the Christmas vacation
when students would not have
enough time to prepare.
Students and faculty from
Old Westbury, however, took
the opportunity to express their
concerns over a number of ·local
issues on their campus.
One Faculty member expressed the
fear that Old Westbury was slowly
being phased out of the SUNY
budget. In -addition, a number
of students from Old Westbury
expressed concern over governance
on their campus. According to
a pamplP-t distributed by students,
the Acting President has become soley responsible for administe-·
ring campus law -- with the right
of appeal to him only. "We will
look into this," said one Trustee.
During most of the hearing
the Trustees were subdued and
seemingly were not . concerned with
the barrage of complaints they
received from the SUNY community.
Toward the end of the hearing,
however, Doug Woodward, from
· Purchase asked, "How do you think
this financial problem occurred
in New York State?" Mrs. Maurice
T. Moore, Chairman of the Board
re!?ponded, "We, the citizens of
New York overspent our budget."
She then refused to comment further
and closed the hearing by explai ning that the Trustees had "a date
with tlie press." Students
asked if campus reporters were
allowed to attend' the press
conference, or if students could
· attend just to listen. Mrs.
Moore made 1110 comment.
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the newly rebuilt motor, would have
:f
brought us close to the retail
c
figure."
~
. Q.
After having worked out the
Ill
\C
arrangement between Rivera and the
'
Senate, the agreement was brought
c.,
to Pit Coughlin, Director of Bus~
~
c
iness Affairs and advisor on Senate
Ill
financial matters, who disapproved
~
of not filing an insurance claim.
"'C>
"Admittedly, my approach was harder ~
'
than the Senate's. I was .concerned .
\0
about the risk in getting the money ~
'l
'l
back. I was also concerned about -~
the money lost in the ·Billy Joel
~
concert and other incidents, and
~
didn't want the Senate to lose
Z
more."
0
-1-l
After much discussion, an
0
.c:
arrangement was reached, which
P.,
Coughlin feels "is not the best,
but essentially it's the Senate's
money."
Hos~age
Although some Senate members
Jake Dengel (left)"; a professional
felt that the $600 recouped from
actor from New York will play Pat,
the possible sale of the van's
the manfger of the Dublin speakeasy
motor should be deducted from
in The Hostage, the Senior Actii1g
'Rivera's debt, Weeramantry disCompany's forthcoming production..
agreed. "I felt that it was time
A feature of the play, with
to take a· strong stand on damage to
Jennifer Ford and Wally Rubin in
Senate equipment. The Senate has
the arms of Peter Green above, is
alot of equipment, and i~ order
a speakeasy in the back of the
to take care of -it, stronger meastheatre where soft drinks and coffee
ures .need to be initiated."
will be served. An .Irish fiddle
Whether the Senate will buy
band will play, and the audience is
a new van this year, or wait until
also invited to "bring their own 11,
September, is a question that has
not been answered yet. The Senate adding to the looseness and enjoyment of "one of the dirtiest plays
has postponed the vote until next
of -this century."
week, to allow Senators to speak
f..,
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Jimmy Tries to ·pun a Fast One
by Michael Powell
'
"But tell me, aside from Vietnam
wasn't Rusk really a pretty good
Secretary of State?".
--Jody Powell,(Press Secretary for
Carter) post-Election

Ji.nmy Carter. Mr. President.
Good ole' James, he sure had you

e-. scared didn't he Wall Street? The
c::i' military industrial complex must

S brick
have been shitting the proverbial
over "10 million dollar cut"
tl Carter. All them Dixiecrats ·

e-. probably figured that the jig was
up. I mean, let's face it, it was
the nigras that put Carter over the
top. Strom Thurmond and his cronies campaigned for the Yankee.
And you know ole' James, he's
tough, he '11 remember who was there
in November.
What a joke. The humor didn't
become too obvious at first.
Cyrus Vance as Secretary of State
was expected. A safe, if uninspired choice, Vance at least
managed to refrain from vocal
support for Vietnam (after 1968.
Of course, coincidentally that was
when LBJ stopped paying his
food bills. But then, we don't
hold the Vietnameses war against
pebple. Everyone is entitled
to one mistake and after all,
these men are the best and the
brightes!,right? Perhaps that
explains why a little punk like
Harold Brown is being given a
second chance in Defense.
Brown, a man of logic, felt it
was silly to worry about differentiating between military and
civilian targets in Vietnam.
A .gook is a gook is a gook.
Besides they view life differently.
Oriental values and all that.
Yeah, James really did it.
What a funny guy. He let us think
he was a good ole' man of the
soil. A peanut farmer. 'Course
it troubled us a littte bit that
his closest friend and advisor
, was a reactionary Atlanta lawyer
named Charles Kirbo. Then again,
that probably wouldn't have been
so hard to accept if we had seen
Carter in a different light.
The light of multi-millionaire
president of an agricultural
corporation. A man who campaigned
as a redneck cracker for governor.
A man who had circulated pictures
of the incumbent governor . congratulating the Atlanta Hawks
basketball team. The pictures
were distributed to rural whites.
The basketball team was black.
Some people thought Carter was
implying that his rival was a
''nigra -lover.'' However, one
couldn't speak of these things.
They happened a long time ago,
1970 . It really makes sense.
If the Vietnam war isn't held
against people then why worry
about civil rights? Everybody's
entitled to a few mistakes.
Besides, James has been born again.
I wonder if Attorney-General
d~signate Bell was born again.
r hope so . Because if he wasn It
it could be a long four years.
Bell is a close friend of Charles
Kirbo and James. This will allow
him· to follow in ·the illustrious
footsteps of other such politically
independent attorney generals
as John Mitchell and Bobby
Kennedy. Actually, his qualificatioris are excellent for Carter's
cabinet. He's already lied
about his com1ection with Harold
Carswell. And one should .not
forget his Judicial record.
At one point or another he has
ruled against almost every
minority imaginable. Women,
blacks,homosexuals, the works.
At least he's consistent. · He
even ,belongs to all the right
clubs. No Jews, no blacks,
no nuthin' _ Jus' white boys.
But then, one really shouldn't
hold against a man what he does
with his leisure hours. I mean,
a man needs a place where he can
go and let his hair down. Sip
mint iulep. Be waited on. Yassuh.
The saddest spectacle of all
was the choice of Andrew Young as
U.N. ambassador. You'd have to
really hustle to find a more
powerless position. · The posi-

tion has destroyed many good men,
including Adlai Stevenson who
was forced to manufacture blatant
lies to cover up some of Camelot's
seamier operations. It is true
that a few men have prospered at
the U.N. That flashy, hustling
political whore, Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, flourished there
playing Agnew to Kissenger's
Nixon. Orie assunes however,
that Andrew Young, a close friend
of Martin Luther King' s, has some
amount of pride and will not stoop
to Moynihan's rhetorical level.
There are a few decent cabinet
choices. Blumenthal as the
·
Secretary of the Treasury is a
fairly liberal economist who ·
favors a revitalization of New
York City and other urban areas.
Patricia Harris as head of Health,
Education and Welfare, and
Juanita Xrep as Secretary of
Conmerce can be expected to l'ollow
moderate lines. However, these
people are basically conservative
in orientation, "managers," and
\'lill probably create few waves.
Their backgroimds, of course,
are corporate.
A certain consistency in
James' humor is now apparent.
He really hasn't missed Vietnam
or Watergate. Not at all. In
fact, he must have studied them

very carefully. He saw the ease
with which the American people
were lied to. Sure there
were slip-ups, but look how long
even Nixon held on. And what
if there hadn't been any tapes?
It all makes sense. If a halfcrazed old Texan and a small time
political operator from California
could succeed, then ole' James
was gonna be a shoo-in.
Tell 'em what they want to hear.
Promise defense cuts. Oh, there
still will be cuts. What they're
going to do is ask for an increase
in the defense budget. But the
increase will be 7 million dollars
less than what it could be .•.
got that? James didn't watch
Henry Kissenger for nothing.
Yessir, Doublespeak has now
been raised to an art form.
Goddanm James! What a funny
guy. Welfare reform? Turns
out 'it's too complicated. Maybe
next year. And remember the one
about the restructuring of the
tax system so as to ensure that
the rich pay a little something
every year? Too controversial
and complicated. Maybe during
his second year. Maybe. And the
C.I.A.? Well, there is probably
a decent chance that they've
dropped the Mafia as an employee.
But Teddy Sorensen is going

to head the company and-don't let
his moralizing fool you.
He's no pussy. Sorensen's the one
who wrote the part of JFK' s
inaugural speech that pledged
to send Marines anywhere they
felt freedom beckoned. He even
told the Senate that he nas no
objections to "covert activites."
Isn't mumbo-jumbo great? Covert
sounds so much nicer than assasination ot undermining a government.
Oh yes,
as for exploring
alternative means of energy and
Carter's opposition to nuclear
plants. 'Meet James Schlesinger;
energy czar. A reactionary
intellectual who takes his family
to nuclear blasts because they
are "beautiful," he favors tactical'
nuclear wars. He · also thinks
solar energy proponets are eccentric. ·
So, we were taker' • Can' t say
I blame ole' James. He just
studied his lessons. We voted for
him. We convinced ourselves that
he was a progressive. I even
felt optomis.tic about him by election night. Stayed up until 3:30
a.m.
Until New York delivered
for him. I just hope Carey and
Beame have really nailed his hide
to the ground on aid to New York.
I hope they weren't taken. James
really has quite a gift for humor.

CA.R TER - What's His Llfte!
increasing expectations of
social equality and upward
mobility promised by the capitalist
During Jimmy Carter's campaign
economy and government had generat qe mass media enjoyed circulating
ted instabilities within the
the story of the then-Governor
Carter's appearance three years ago system.
According to the Trilateral
on the ·television show "What's
CoJTDllission, the soluti.on was
My Line." It happened that the
to limit the public's participation
aspiring President was unknown
· in the: democrat-ic process and ·
to the panel of television ·
to cut back the source of higher
celebrities. During the subsesocio-economic expectations.
quent television election
Notably, the report cites
programs, millions of other
freer and easier access for masses
viewers failed again to guess
of people into higher education
''What Is His Line."
as a root cause of impending
The anecdote told by the media
instabilities.
meant to demonstrate the southerThe message to leaders in the
er's difference from the wellcapitalist word was clear: c~t
known Northern Establishment.
back existing achievements in eduLiberals and socialist Democation and standards-of-living,
crats, trade union and minority
and clamp down on rising
leaders thought that with Carter
expectations.
as their man, and a Democratic
The policies of the Trilateral
Congress, there would be some
Commission are now being implemensort of people's government run
ted. Therefore, it is no coinciin "the public interest."
dence that when the report ~
However, Carter's populist
"Crisis of Democracy'' had been
image and all of his campaign
completed, the Rockefeller·
rhetoric against "political and
instigated financial junta,
economic elites" was sheer.
called the Municipal Assistance
deception.
Corporation (MAC), wrested the
In 1972 Ji.nmy Carter was asked
control of New York City away
by Dayid Rockefeller to join the
from its pripularly elected
latter's newly formed Trilateral
government.
Commission. This organization includes a collection of politicians
New York City, which is a home
and corporate leaders {rom west
for David Rockefeller and other
Europe, Japan, Canada, and the
commission members, seems to have
United States, assembled by the
been chosen as the focal point
efforts of David Rockefeller,
of the attack on goverriment serfor the purpose of developing
vices and education. And a logical
conmon policies and strategies
and strategic choice it is for
for rre industrialized capitalist
a contrived crisis; New York
nations. It was the U.S. branch
being the world's showcase of
of this conmission--the Council
achievement and expectation.
on Foreign Relations--which
For three years J inmy Carter
hired and prepared Henry Kissenger, never mis~ed a meeting of the
~~ Zbigniew Brezezinski, for their Trilateral Commission. Carter's
·::Uture government work.
knowledge of the Commission's
During the Vietnam War, another project, ~ the education in
member of the Trilateral Commission· foreign policy he received under
its guidance, must come as a surCart~ advisor Sanruel Huntington,
prise to his close campaign aide
conceived the forced urbanization
Hamilton Jordan.
program whereby the South VietnamIn an article in the November
ese were herded into 'strategic
1976 Playboy magazine, Hamilton was
hamlets' so that American bombers
thus quoted saying:
could thoroughly devastate the
"If, after the inauguration,
surrounding countryside. He was
you find a Cy Vance as Secretary
later chosen by the Commission to
of State and Zbigniew Brezezinski
author the report titled "The
as head of National Security,
Crisis of Democracy," in which
then I would say we failed. And
the commission spells out its
I'd quit. But that's not going to
rec011111endations to the member
happen. You're going to see new
nations.
faces, new ideas. The government
This private organization,
to which Carter and, in~identally, • is going to be run by people you
Walter Mondale belonged, concluded have never heard of."
Well, you did fail Jordan,
that since the Sixties the politiassistant to the President.
cal activity of citizens'
Carter always did have a hard time
groups seeking to achieve the
by Robel't Schwab

finding fundamental differences
between his and Ford's via
Kissenger's foreignjpolicies.
And to who does the Presidentelect owe his allegiance? To the
Rockefellers and the "International'
Capitalist Conspirators?"
With Carter's choice of
cabinet members--a cabinet which
bridges the gap from the Lyndon
Johnson Administration--the
borporate Liberal Establishment has
completed its comeback.
. Therefore, it is no surprise that
in his appointments Carter has
"failed" to meet the expectations
held by Black union, women and
other liberal Democrats who held
the key to Carter's election.
Taking into account his
forme~ connections, Carter is an
overwhelming success. The
selection of trusted Washington
"insiders" has gone well with
Wall Street where stock prices
have risen steadily in response to
the president-elect's eabinet cho-ices.
Charlers Schultze, chosen to
be -chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisors, recently
co-edited a Brookings institute
titled, "Setting National
Priorities."
Research done by the Socialist
Workers Party newspaper, The
Militant, reveals that while
Carter was setting unemployment as
the nation's No. 1 priority
Schultze rei>ortedly "favored
cutting federal spending (although
not military) and using· wage
controls, if necessary, to guard
profits."
Referring to the report by
Schultze, the November 1976 issue
of the AFL-CIO magazine, "Federationist." found tl}at in the report
"Setting National Priorities"
"there is no chapter explicitly
devoted to the No. 1 priority,
full employment, and how to
achieve it." The labor
magazine goes on to attack the
Brookings report for advocating
the suppression of wages at a rate .
below that of inflation and the
suppression of too high a rate of
unemployment!
Carter's cabinet of Vietnam
warhawks, corporate executives,
party hacks and a racist judge
hardly qualifies his ridiculous
promises of new leadership and
new directions from the Democratic
Party. This next round of
Democratic government may just
finiSh off what the Republicans
started--the destruction of the
two-party system.
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by Adam Nagourney

country, it has many physical and
material needs. ·The involvement
Unlike some other administrators
of students gives them a feeling
John Howard did not spend Christmas
of being part of the productive
system ."
vacation walking through the
"It helps," he adds, "to
surf in the Virgin Islands.
Indeed, the Dean of Social
break down the difference between
'1:1 headwork and handvork," a
Sciences travels in no way took
him to the traditional grounds ·
5 distinction that is characteristic
~ of American society.
of American tourists.
Howard, along with eight other
~
After a student successfully
<c completes his elementary education,
people involved in education,
~ he has a number of options left
spent two weeks in December
~ open to him, including technical
visiting the country of Cuba.
~ institutions, preparatory schools
After successfully applying for an
~ for higher education and teacher
invitation with the Organized
~ training. The choice is contingent
Center for Cuban Studies, he was
John Howard
<c on the students' grades and characasked to spend time primarily
ter. The government, however,
country like Cuba, can be seen in
studying the educational system
an understanding of the educational is very concerned about making
there.
certain that students do not get
system.
The American educators usually
trained for jobs that will be
attended two different official
"At the time Castro came to
unavailable upon their graduation.
power, less than half of all the
activities per day--one in the
"The important feature of the
peasants in the countryside had
morning and one in the afternoon.
educational system, is that it's
any kind of education. Ninety
Beyond that, they were allowed by
per cent of those with any school- planned very carefully to coordithe Cuban Government to move about
ing had three years or less. The
nate with the economy," Howard
freely.
average Cuban' s education was less remarked. · This is done pr incipally
"To understand Cuba, it's
·than elmentary school level, and
necessary to look at it in
by the channelling of scholarships
many had no education at all."
to different fields.
comparison to other countries-,: A massive effort was underJamaica, Venezuela and Mexico.
"You don't go to school and come
t~ken by the Cuban government to
The striking thing for those who
out driving a cab. That just
wipe out illiteracy after Castro's
have travelled in other countries,
doesn' t happen.'' Furthermore,
rise to power in the early 1960' s1~
as my wife and I have, is the
students complete their training
Howard explains. Due to the fact
absence of shanties and beggars
much earlier than in America,
at the same there are fancy hotels that more than half the population
often at the age of seventeen.
of Cuba was born since the revoluand expensive bars. What you
A teacher would complete his education, education represents one
don't see in Cuba is the vast
tion by this time.
of the major efforts of the state.
visible difference in wealth
"They are introduced into the
All education is free. It is
and poverty that you find in any
adult world much earlier than
based on a combination of work
other country," Howard states.
here. We talked to many of
and study.
The virtual non-existence of
these students and they struck
"Work and study are combined
poverty, he believes, is a reflecus as mature, self-possessed,
at all levels. It helps to
tion of the social system in
responsible people." In Howard's
involve people in productive
existence in that country. The
perception, this maturity is a
labor,"Howard says. "And given
type of social planning that is
direct reflection of the phenothe fact that Cuba is a developing
the cornerstone of a socialist
menon during their teenage

years, when they're very attuned
~
to the needs of the Cuban society ~
and how they serve those needs.
'
"In America," he observes,
c..
"those years are a large period
g
of stress. We don't give teenagers~
a role in society. Their main
<c
roles are as consumers--to buy
~
:ock 'n roll records and acne
'
cream. And that contributes to
~
the s~ress. In Cuba, very young
~
people have a sense of contributing to society."
Besides examing their educational system, Howard had an
opportunity to view a whole
segment of the society and how it
worked--economically and socially.
He returns speaking with admiration
for that country, and recites with
pride the story of time he and a
few ·other Americans visited a small
bar . The presentation of music
was halted so that a Cuban
worker could give a long speed).,
welcoming and praising the
American visitors. Immediately
following that, the Cubans passed
around a cup of something "very
strong" of which everyone took
a sip. They then returned to song
and drink.
"What would happen if someone
from Cuba walked into a bar in
Queens?" asked Howard incredulously. "Would they pass the
bottle or break it over his head?"
Howard is in the process of
writing a number of articles
about his visit, and will sit on
a panel discussion about the
trip at NYU in February. He
says that he would be glad to
organize a similar panel discussion
about his trip to Cuba here at
Purchase.

Angola: · The War Is Far From Over
Then why is Cuba in Angola?
All signs point to the fact that
Castro was not eager to get involved- Cuban troops were not openly
.engaged in the fighting until the
MPLA's situation had become criti-cal. In addition, the Cuban soldiers that were airlifted to
Angola departed in civilian dress.
Some observors feel that this is
done so as not to alarm the civilian
population to what extent their
country is involved. Another incident worth mentioning was when
President Neto visited Cuba on the
anniversary of its revolution. At
one point Neto publicly thanked
Castro for Cuba's support in Angola.
Foreign correspondents who were
there noted Castro's reaction as
one of embarrasment.
The chief reason for the Havana
government's deep involvement in
Angola is the Soviet Union. The
USSR subsidizes the Cuban economy
in excess of one million dollars
refugee camps to house the thousands captured a vast amount of supplies, a day. In addition, the Russ1ruts
left homeless by the Civil War. In as well as achieving a (disputed)
have promised to buy over half the
addition to a large rural populatiort 10 to 1 kill ratio over their oppon- Cuban sugar crop at the rate of
within the camps, there are also
ents.
30 cents a pound. This is 20 cents
many former city dwellers. They
One might ask what the goals .of higher than the world market price
have fled the urban areas because
UNITA are. On a short term basis, . for sugar.
of new restrictive laws, a general
News analysists stationed in
the expulsion of Cuban troops is at
food shortage, and their hostility
the head of the list. Looking past Cuba suspected that the Soviets
towards the large concentration of
that, UNITA would like to achieve
wanted a return on their investCuban troops.
a coalition with the Luanda govern- ment. But Castro did not prove to
UNITA's camps have enabled it .to ment, with free elections to be
be as eager to follow their policy
unite all of the people within them held as soon as possible. In a
as Moscow might have hoped. It_
and thus transcend the traditional
coalition government, UNITA leader was only after a series of heated
tribal and class structures that
Dr. Jonas ·savimbi has said he would debates between Castro and Russian
exist within Angola - creating
be willing to take a secondary po- diplomats that Cuban troops were
cohesive "bush society" in the
sition, as vice-president to
sent to Angola.
central and southern regions of the Agostinho Neto. But the Luanda
And so the fighting goes on.
nation. In spite of government
regime still has the elimination
The government in Luanda remains in
attempts to cut off the smuggling
of Unita as its number one priority. power mainly because it is being
of supplies to the guerillas, UNITA
The matter of Cuban involvement propped up by massive Soviet and
seems to be doing quite well, and
in Angola is perhaps the most inter- Cuban aid. How long will the conin military engagements they have
esting aspect of this conflict.
flict continue? That can only be
shown themselves to be an effective Castro's soldiers found themselves answered by the Russians or UNITA.
fighting force. Since June of last in the unusual position of fighting 'UNITA says it will fight as long as
year, the Luanda government has
not against the government (as in · the Cubans are there, and until
staged at least five major offences South America) but as the oppressors free elections are held. The Kremto rid itself of UNITA. But the ·
of a popular guerilla movement.
lin says nothing. This war will
rebels, numbering 15,000 trained
And tensions between the Cubans
last until UNITA is destroyed, or
guerillas,
have neutralized
and their MPLA allies also compliwhen the Soviet Union gets tired of
any attempt to destroy them.
cate matters.
footing the bill.

else was heard. ~bnths passed on,
and soon bits and pieces of inforFor the past ten months, govern- mation started to flow out of the
emerging African state. All was
ment forces have been trying to
eradicate an enemy which they claim not well, for despite the massive
to have defeated. In almost a year assistance the Soviet Union·has
given in weapons and Cuba in manof fighting, government troops
power - opponents to the regime in
bolstered by foreign soldiers,
extensive military hardware as well Luanda (Angola's capital) are very
much in evidence.
as a substantial mercenary army,
Not withstanding the heavy
have yet to eliminate their guerilla
fighting, UNITA (and remnants of the
opponents. The underground moveFNLA which merged with it) has manment has the added advantage of
aged to set up a number of large
having - the support of peasants in
by David Stein

the southern part of the country.
Although knowledge of guerilla activities is scant, it is known that
they control an area the size of
Pennsylvania within the country
where government troops are being
forced out of rural areas and into
the cities.

To many this situation is a
picture known from the past. It
is reminiscent of the days when the
might of the U.S. military-industrial complex was used to help crush
the cause of the Viet Cong. But
this is happening in Angola, where
the Soviets and Cubans are making
a rehash of an American classic.
Events developed soon after
Angola received her independance
from Portugal in early 1976. Civil
War broke out almost immediatly
among rival groups. The MPLA
(cormnunist dominated) movement, was
losing ground against it's pro-Western opponents, UNITA and the FNLA.
But then the MPLA began receiving
large quantities of weapons from
the Soviet Union, in amounts not
seen since the U.S. began its. involvement in Vietnam . Even then,though better armed, the MPLA was
unable to make a breakthrough.
With the situation worsening, Cuba
suddenly began a massive airlift of
troops to Angola, and the tide soon
began to change in favor -of the
MPLA.
With the western backed troops
seemingly defeated, all looked well
in Angola. Nations recognized the
new MPLA government (led-by . P~esi
dent Agostinho Neto) and httle

The most recent offensive, which
began in September 1976 involved
the use of 10,000 government troops,
an equal number of Cubans, 2,000
mercenaries from Zaire and a 3,000
man force from a Marxist faction of
SWAPO (South West African People's
Organization). In addition to
this 25, 000 man force, Soviet
tanks, helicopter gunships, and
MIG fighters were employed. Despite the numerical and material superiority over them, UNITA held out ..
Reports in fact showed that they

" ... the Soviets and Cubans are making
a rehash of an American classic."
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by Robert A. Nason

virtuoso comedy act; liquor takes
Aguecheek a different way. Brand"Twelfth Night," the Jtmior
~
wen gives us a pale, effeminate
:J
Acting Company's Shakespearean
mechanism of self-pitying whimsy,
~ production presented here the
a divine airhead whose strutting
Q final week before Christmas vacaand posing are a ludicrous
tion and more recently in an
counterpart to Limber's lumbering
extended performance, is a comedy
good- humor. The two of them
~ about love. It takes the agony of
fly through the show with our good
~ heartsick lovers and crystallizes
wishes, irritating but capturing it into the gentlest farce through
the heart of the pretty, bouncing,
the magic deception of language.
and long-suffering maid Maria,
Poets and bufoons parade across
energetically played by Deirdre
the stage amidst a dazzling skien
Ann Cole, whose wild Irish humor is
of forged letters and mistaken
robust and affecting . Ira Sakolsky
identities, and everyone is in love is untouchable as Feste, the cagey
with everyone else. As usual in
clown whose ceaseless punning
fiction, it all works out in the
punctures the pompous asses arotmd
end. We should be grateful to
him and contain most of the real
Repertory Company ·3 not only for
wisdom of the play; Shakespeare had
reminding us that the gloomy Bard
a real affection for the man under
was also laugh-per-laugh funnier
·the fool's cap, and Sakolsky's
than Neil Simon when he wanted to
singing, prancing jester manages
be (or not to be, I suppose),
to capture that affection for us
but for giving us a hilariously
while being a royal pain in the ass
uplifting show at a school
to the audience's delight. His
where theatrical depression is
eyes flare devilishly at every
a major art form. In acting,
stuffed shirt within joking disproduction, and over-all Company
tance, and though I've never met
spirit, "Twelfth Night" was the
him, I suspect a lot of Sakolsky
finest production I've seen from
went into the creation of this
the Purchase Theatre Department in
mistmderstood clown.
two and a half years. All those
The most delicious target for
.
foolish enough to miss it f or
Feste is Malvolio, Lady Olivia's
exams, papers, and other tmacceptsteward, a black-haired, evilly
able excuses, should get thee to
mustached sour-puss whose
a nunnery--in shame.
preening self-importance is done
Most interesting was the three
magnificently by Matthew Cohen
week vacation between rtms: after
(he reminded me of Mr. Barnaby
long and intensive work with
of Babes in Toyland. ) When
director Edward Payson Call, the
Cohen smiles at the gods,
actors were able to cool off and
his teeth hit the back row with
rest f or a while, then r eturn with
nauseating malevolence of the
j uices revitialized, the play
Bad Man in love; when his wounded
serenly imbedded within their
vanity turns to rage at the end,
minds and bodies, to continue with
Cohen caps off the end of a
several more performances without
brilliant and moving performance.
Call around. On their own, the
Beth Moody is utterly convincing
show became more bawdy, mor e
as ..Olivia , bringing t o this .
r oguishly funny ;each actor took
tri cky and subtle role
'
off like hell-fire adding personal
the almost impossible combination
tid- bits and comic embellishments
of grace, proud sorrow, and a
which sprang off the stage like
humorous edge ·9f reser;~d selff irecrackers at a debutante's ball. mocking . We're s imul taneousl y
The result was truer to Shakesintrigued and amused when she
peare than the solemn respect
objectively takes inventory of
I've seen accorded him at several
her beauty (Item: two lips,
Stratford ftmerals because these
indifferent red; item: two grey
actors regarded the play as a
eyes with 1ids to them.) How
living thing, growing while
many people can pull off elegance
they were growing, not an antique.
with humor? When she announces '
They were in tune with the frenetic the cruel abuse of the taunted
poetic, festive spirit of "Twelfth Malvolio, we see a compassion break
Night "which comes closer, I think, through her icy stare that is quite
to Shakespeare's world of
touching. Her unrequited lover,
t averns and theaters than Hamlet's played by John Hadden, is Duke
graveyards or Othello's moors.
Orsino, the lovesick wretch who
The play is subtitled "What You
writes sonnets to his mistress'
Will," and the actors took the
eyebrow; his pining has no
hint. The production worked as a
affect on Olivia, who rejects the
tmified whole because, instead
advances of all men in mourning
of upstaging each other there was
for her dead brother; he gets our
a subtle give-and-take of character laughs as well as our sympathy
with each performer truly caring
as he brings a regal stature to the
about the fellows around him.
part that is triumphant. The
No one went far enough out to
go-between the houses of Orsino
require being yanked back.
and Olivia is Viola, shipwrecked
Here at last was a Purchase play in Illyria and dressing like a man
which didn't rely on the perforto gain· entrance to the Duke's
mances of a few company "heavies,"
court; Victoria Levitt has the
but instead fused the network of
challenging job of being the
multifaceted talents to execute
connecting thread that brings
perfect doubleplays rather than
together these diverse elements,
expecting the home-rtm king to save :and she splendidly provides the
the day. Not that there weren't
poetic undertones through a
stunning performances--there were
sensitive rendition of Shakemany. Chris Limber set the
speare's language while managing
irreverent tone of the play with
to convey the humor of pretending
his wonderfully absurd Toby Belch,
to be a man. When she first
a great part for any actor, and one appeared in men's garb at the
which Limber is not content to pull last show, she gave nervous tugs
off but to transcend. He's a great at the costume in an exaggerated
drunken bear driven by an atomic
manner which had me on the floor,
motor; he stomps and belches
P.specially considering that
through the evening muttering
men originally played all the
wisdom and nonsense with equal
parts .
certainty, his ferocious eyes
And let's not forget a
glaring out from a bushily
htmdred special momemts: Tom
bearded face, the mustache curled
Shifrin's brash, self-confident
up slightly with humorous disdain.
Sebastian completely ignoring
Limber has tremendouS control
Viola, his twin sister, when
over his body; · in his overstuffed
they are retmited (she's dressed
costume he haphazardly dances
like a man, remember?); Joseph
and undulates with inebriated
Verhauz as the gutsy, robust sea
bliss, but there's a method to
captain Antonio, right out of
his muddledness. His scenes with
Catfiain Blood; Bobby Score's
Sir Aguecheek, played by Keith
wi ered priest wagging a mocking
finger at the humiliated Malvolio;
Brandwen, Toby's wealthy ~rinking
Alan Simon Questel's foxy g~companion, comprise the stuff of a
liS
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keeper Fabiani outraged expressions
of' Diane DouQhertv and Terrv Sommer
as indignities are perpetrated on
their beloved Olivia ... and on and
on. There weren ' t any bad performances in this play. It was a
Company production, perhaps the
closest realization of the
Purchase ideal we've yet seen .
Call's direction highlighted
the poetic as well as comic
moments with equal sensitivity;
the stage business really transforms this play. He got this
group working together, and the
group effort was evident behind the
stage as well as on . The simple
and elegant set by John Romeo
uses the space as an appropriately
open playgrotmd for the actors to
romp in; the lighting by Eugene
Palmer strikes a Rembrandt
quality at times; and the
original music by Owen Burdick is
joyous and sometimes fiendishly
clever, adding little exclamation
points to the comedy bits which
actors can play with; I especially
liked when Viola and her crew

discover the men's clothing for
her to dress in when they are
shipwrecked and about to depart
for the Courts of Olivia and
Orsino; we hear the first four
notes of the "Star Trek" theme
("to boldly go where no man has
gone before") and then the music
breaks into a mischevious canter
more appropriate to the century
as they all scramble off. I could
give more credits to deserving
people, but think it best to tag
off with the observance of a
statement made by a patron while
leaving the theatre:"Actually,
it all doesn't mean anything ...
it was just there."
Shakespeare wrote "TwelfthNight"
just before climbing the peaks of
Mount H~et~ The amazing blend
and fusion of talents in the
3rd year Company, some still
untapped, makes one eager for their
next production, "The Hotel Baltimore."Everyone is required to
attend.. This i s a group with
theatre energy to burn; what they
do next is incRJ r:u, ~~ J.P.·.;
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At the Crossroads
Music and Photographs from Madison County, North Carolina
This exhibit by Robert Balsam and Harvey Wang will be at the
Neuberger Museum until January 30., 1977.
Hours:

Tuesday- Saturday
Sunday 1-5
Closed Monday

11-5
~·

Victorian Toy
Theatres at .Museum
by Robin Arner
The Neuberger Museum is known
for i ts tmusual forms of art, and
the Toy Theater exhibit is certainly no exception. Entitled
"The Drama in a Romantic Child' c:
Eye," the show includes miniature
stage sets with cut-out paper
sheets of actors, characters, and
scenery. Famous scenes from such
Victorian favorites as "Oliver
Twist" and "Robinson Crusoe" are
depicted in an effort to preserve
the costumes, acting methods, roles
and portraits of the 19th century.
Proclaimed as the most significant form of public entertainment
in England and America, the theaters were originally created .
from etched images sold in London
stationery shops for "a penny
plain, twopenny colored."
Children loved to color the images,
cut them out, and set up scenes
from the plays while a youthful
toy theater "manager" staged a
performance.
The museum provides a pamphlet
explaining the history of the Toy
Theaters, as well as a very detailed catalogue which numbers the

sketches, and in some cases mentions the theaters and dates of the
first performances. ·Although the
Toy Theaters seem to be constructed
out of nothing but cardboard and
painted characters and wood, they
aptly portray the different areas
of progress in .Victorian theater.
Along with the theater exhibits
are original sketches of such
famous actors of the day as Kean
and Cooke, portraying characters
from the plays of Shakespeare,
Jerrold, and Lewis. These sketches
show the elaborateness of the
costumes and the over-exaggerated
gestures that were so common in
19th century drama. Last but not
least, there is a special display
case with original playbooks,
which seemed old and delicate.
The exhibit was designed by
curator Joseph Viscomi, and was
made possible by grants from
Columbia University and the National Endowment of the Humanities .
The Toy Theaters will be on display
in the Neuberger throughout the
Spring . I recommend that you
drop by soom and take a close look
at a very rare form of child's
play .
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Music Concert Flows Clean and .Crisp

by Sheira Venetianer
,

Last Monday evening, the Purchase Music Division gave it to us
in a concert featuring three
great composers from three different musical periods.
The first selection was the
Blasserseranade in E Major, Opus
7 by Richard (son of Johann)
Strauss, scored for flutes, r.~eds
and brass ensemble. Now Blasse
in German means pale or pallid,
and although Thomas Nyfenger, the
conductor, tried very hard, the
piece sounded more Blahasse than
Blasse. · The horns,~particular,
suffered from an intonation malady

~
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~

would have been unbearable.
A word about Mr. Nyfenger is
appropriate. The program gave
us no clue as to where and with
whom he studied conducting,
but he has a terrific sense of
humor and a way with wands ...
sometimes without. An occasional
index finger, or a stomp of the
foot, were his primary conducting
indications, while waiting for
the next cadence to arrive.
The ovations and approval of the
audience were mainly due to his
efforts.
Of the works performed, the most
exquisite was the Quintet in f
minor, Opus 34 of Johannes Brahms.
Rachael Fagerburg gave the '
viola a richness and a vitality
rarely heard, and Christopher
Sanborn's virtu9sity on the piano
kept the work tight, controlled,
and gorgeous. Judy Eisenberg and
Phillip Traugott on first and
one of the most enigmatic of
which seemed uncorrectable. There
instruments, the basset horn. The second violins were superlative,
were some pleasant moments as the
and cellist Donna Robbins lent the
basset horn is a mutation qj the
work was performed; the dialogue .
piece
warmth and earthiness.
clarinet
and
English
horn
which
between the oboe and the flute,
Romantic works are difficult
has a tendency to sound as if it is
played by Dennis Carpenter
to play, not only because the desuffering from Swine flu.
and Tor Shekerjian respectively,
· The music had a character of its mands are so severe, but because
for example. The Strauss overall
was not suited to the harsh demands own as well. In spite of the fact there is a tendency to overwork
the piece, to strain the emotions
of the acoustics or the size of
that Mozart wrote it, this was a
inherent in the work, make it
Theater D. It belonged in a smalfar cry from the mature Mozart of
too pedantic.
the 40th Symphony. It had its
ler, more intimate hall.
The group never gave in to _
fine moments, though. The oboe
In contrast, the third piece
this temptation. It was always
solos of Jeffery Hale were beauon the program, Mozart'$ "Gran
clean and crisp, yet overflowing
Partita",K.391, was a light,
. tiful and string bassist, William
with feeling. The first movement,
tongue-in-cheek piece complete with Slaot was excellent. But the work
particularly, was riveting,
dragged on interminably, and with
every stereotype of German music
an expression of mute agony usually
out the tongue- in-cheek ·
conceivable. Scored for reeds,
keen. Even the rests were
brass, and string bass, it included conducting of Mr. Nyfenger, it
thrilling.
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Looking for a Better Job Opportunity?
tion it has acquired over the years.
But in these perilous times of inflation and recession, one can't
The future. You're worried
afford to be smug about career
about it. When they give you that
piece of sheepskin after four years goals. When the future lies in
panhandling, don't. try to tweak the
of college, what's next? The statistics are alarming. -Thousands
nose of d~stiny:
..
If you re st1ll leery of th1s,
of eager young graduates are greeted
with a cold slap in the face as they discover the many benefits that
find out that it's impossible to
vagrancy affords. Take for instance
get the jobs they want. Students
the problem of maintaining good
of nuclear physics are pumping gas, . health .. Every y~ar th<:msands of
psychology majors are. making change peo~le 1nvolved 1n ?us1ness succum~
to_1llness. Execut1ves drop like
in Woolworth's, many are idle.
The old mytq that a college degree
fl1es f:om_hear~ attac~s, emp~oyees
n~t sat1shed w1th theu lot 1n
is the ticket to a good position
11fe run to the nearset analyst, and
has been exploded. There's an
stomach ulcers are as prevalent as
express line from the halls of ivy
the common cold. Anxiety over
to the unemployment office.
keeping their positions has turned
The root of this whole problem
them into a mass of quivering human
is simple. Most major fields of
endeavor (i.e. medicine, journalism, wreckage.
Is the bum troubled by all this?
law and the like) are all booked
Au contraire, he scoffs at such·
up. Colleges are turning out
qual\fied people in droves, and the · situations. There is no catering
to overbearing bosses, never a time
demand is not sufficient to absorb
clock to punch, and no fear of fallthem all. But before you go
ing down a rung on the sociojoining the Marines or enrolling
economic ladder. When you're at the
in a monastery, realize that there
bottom already, there's no place
is still hope.
left to go. And i f by some chance,
Now, before it's too late, get
involved in a new and exciting line you're feeling a little under the
weather, just saunter over to the
of work, a field whose vast possibilities remain untapped. Why spend neighborhood free clinic and get
treated. A company Vice-President
the rest of your life stuck in a
would have to check into a $100 a
dull and tedious lifestyle? Join
day hospital, but owing to your
the many Americans who are realizunique position as a bum, the Federal Government will foot the bill.
"Join the
The matter of posessions is also ·
many Americans who neatly sidestepped by the vagabond.
Any American worth his paycheck goes
berserk trying to accumulate as
are realizing
many status symbols as possible.
Expens,i.ve houses, luxury cars, new.
their true potential.
clothes, stereos and the like all
keep him in a permanent state of.
debt. The bum endures none of thiswhen April rolls around and it's
Become a bum."
income tax time, he can tell the
IRS exactly where to go. Most anyone else would wind up doing 5 to
ing their true potential. Become a 10 at Leavenworth if they tried
such a tactic.
bl.lll.
This examination of the bun would
The Labor Department reports
that while many areas of the natim..s be incomplete without an actual
interview. One king of the road,
job market are completely saturated, there is room for a virtually a Ralph P. DuBois by name, proved
quite willing to talk. Describing
unlimited nunber of bllllS. Up to
himself as "a career deadbeat," he
now, many have disdained the prowent on to discuss his reasons for
fession because of the bad reputa-

by Glen _M. Slattery

-
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turning to indolence as a lifestyle.
"I was a philosophy major,"
DuBois recalled. "Spent four years
buried in Plato, Hegel, Rosseau ....
you name it, I read 'em all. Mter
graduation I hunted around for work
and finally, after six months,
'
landed this lous · ob at Bloomin _
dale's. Sell this: carry that, g
take a lot of crapola from the customers. I was suffocating.""
What caused this final leap into
a life of loafing?
"I think it was when I heard
about Barbara Walters'contract with
ARC , replied DuBois~ "If a news' ·

caster with a "speech impediment can
pull down a million a year, then
it's time for the rest of us to
call it quits and head for the nearest flophouse."
"But its' such a waste of talent
fo:
to_be lr,~g around like
th~s I sa1d.
J:unmy Carter has
sa1~ ~hath~ wants new b~ood in his
admu:nstrat1on . . Why don t you try
wor~mg for t~e ~ov;~nt?" .
ft:re lo~ hdd~ng.!
yelled
DuBo1s. I ve, st1ll got my self
respect_left you know: ~1 that
corrupt1on ~d_hypocr1sy. No . '
th~s. Th1s _1s one bum that 1sn t
go1ng to Wash1ngton."
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New ·Doctor
Arrives on Campus
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Dr. Alexander
Dr. Gail Alexander has been

employed as the new doctor on campus after the resignation of Dr.
Carpe.
iJr. Alexander says that she is
"very happy to be here and I hope
·to provide excellent medical
service." Her office is located
in B33 of the dormitory and she
will be in every weekday morning
until 12:00.

The Health Service will be ope:J;l.
during the following times:
M>nday through Fridays :
8:00a.m.--2:30p.m.
6:00p.m.--7:00p.m.
Wednesdays(Gynecology Clinic):
3:00p.m.--5:00p.m.
Saturdays:
ll:OOa.m.--l:OOp.m.
Sundays:
1:00p.m.--2:00p.m.
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coffee flavors that
·. take you away
from the same old grind.

In Defense of FUrting
On Friday from 4:00 to 6:00 ~. m.
Heliotrope and P~ce's Fl oatin g Open
:louse will visit CIR, Room 2069 in
t h~ Humanities ~uilding,
SPEAKING.. OF CHARISMA

The Newman Community wi 11 . ho 1d a
mass on Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in
the A-wtng Academic Lounge of th 2
Dormitory.

The Fame, GlorY n' No Money Coffeehouse will present Steve Head and ·
Eric Stein on Sunday at 9:00 p.m.
in room 2008 of Campus Center South.
As a1ways free coffee and tea will
be served.

THE MAN ON DEATH ROW

Two kinds of luxury.

On Thursday, .January ·20th, in the
gym there will b~ a basketball
·game betwee;1 the Purchase Panthers
and Sarah Lawrence College. The game
begins at 7:30 p.m.
•

Donald Margulies will present his
senior project in an exhibit opening on Friday, January 21 at 5:00
p.m. The show consists ~f ~ixed
media works derived from l~i ll i am
Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury.
The exhibit is through January 2.7.

HEY;;
The Hostage, "one of the dirtier
plays of this century, and also
one of the best," will be performed by The Senior Acting ·
Company, directed by Kay
Carney. · The play includes a
speakeasy in the back of the
"house," ind featuring Jake
Dengel, a professional actor
from New York.
Previews will be Sunday,
January 23 at 2pm and 7pm,
and l~onday January 24 ·at 8pm
in Theatre D. Regular performances begin January 25 through
the 28th at 8pm. A special
matinee for Purchase students
will be given on Jhursday,
January 27 at 2pm. Tickets
for the general public are $3.00,
other students $2.00, Purchase
students $1.00
·

Any students who are interested in
serving on a student delegate
committee to meet with candidates'
for the post of new President,
should contact the Student Senate
at 5577. 10-12 students are needed.
Betty bumps with Tony Orlando

· WANTED: Musicians who can't read
You can earn $2.00 for music.
participating in an enjoyable
Senior Thesis experiment on the
-psychophisiology of music if you
don't read music~ are right handed
and have been playing · an instrument
for three years or more. If inter-·
ested please leave your name and
phone number (or where you can be
contacted) at the Natural Science
office- extension 5040.

. In the beginning man lived with nature.
The Division of Continuing Education, the Divi-sion of Theatre Arts
and ·the Neuberger Huseum at SUNY,
wi ll present a history of the
American Avant-Ga r de cinema; a
special film exhibition and lecture
series of thirty nine independantly
produced films by 28 film makers.
In a series of seven evenings from
January 6-January 27, avant-garde

films from the 1940's to the present
day wi 11 be ·screenE;!d. The series
wi 11 be presented on seven Tuesdays
and Thursaays from January 6 thru
January 27th from 7:30 to 10:00 p.m.
in the Humanities Auditorium. For
further information call the Office
of Continuing Education at (914)
253-5077.

When you are aroil•, all sorts of things happen In your body.
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There will be a recitr.l by Marion
Beckenstein, . soprano, an_9 David
eatmg-Jt Sa must .
Ranis, tenor, on Sunday at 8:00p.m.
.
.
f
.
.
An exh1b1t1on of the works o s1x in room 1023 of Campus Center North
contemporary French artists who
·The Admissions Office needs seve.r- represent the diversity of schools, al students to volunteer just one
expression and technique in current hour a week to give tours, answer
French Vi sua 1 arts will open on · questions, and convey some sense
of life at Purchase. If you are
January 9th at the Neuberger- .
Museum. Entitled "06 Art 76", this able to help please contact Sarah
is the first show to trave 1 .abroad Wenk at the Admissions Office,
under the auspicies of the Centr.e x5046, or a;t x6954.
National d'Art et de Culture George
The Hi story Club wi 11 present
Pompi dou. _ ~The "06 Art 76" exhibition presents Herbert Guttman, author of
the painting, sculpture and draw- many really good historical books
on February 11, 197L at 1:00.
ings of Aillaud, Erro, Poirier,
Place ~o be announced ....
Rouan, Titus-Carmel and Viallat
and has been collected at the
Happy Birthday to Michael · Henry
request of the Fr~nch Government
and J·. Puffin-Stuff. May a
for exhibition at various American Load fall on you. Arghhhhhhc
Universities. It has been shown
at the University Art Museum at the
University of California, Berkely,
and at the Sarah Campbell Blaffer
Gallery, University of Houston,
Texas. ~he exhibition will be at
the Neuberger Museum until February
6 and then travel t~ the ~ontreal
Museum of Fine Art~.
Miserable~'

Art m thi~ cou~~ry now
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"Feminine
Itching
Was Making
My Life

W,~,i'l~~s College

be coming out Tuesday, FebruarJ The International Students Organi15. A11 announcements and
za t ion wi 11 be meeting every Non day
coming events should be sent to at 10:00 p.m. in room 2007, Campus
Th e Load no later than Thursday · Center South, instead of on Sunday.
February 10. The time period
· ... For Lack of Control
c ;vered will be February 15-21.
.. auuREWITH " EVER-sAFE"!
.
The next meeting for The Load wiilOn Fnday at 8: 00p .m. in room 1023
b<! Monday, February 7 at 7:30pm of Campu~ Center North there !'li 11
·r<.:r~ . 0028 CCS. All staff required be a rec1tal by Caroline Gibbs,
t o attend, everyone else welcome. sop~ano, and George l~heeler,
ban tone.
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